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ABSTRACT 

 

Natural disasters like earthquake / flood / wind create a very huge devastation in terms 

of life, money and structural damages. We know that prevention is better than cure but 

no one can predict natural disaster as when it is coming and at what time on which 

place, we cannot prevent this type of disaster but definitely prepare for it. Structural 

engineers cannot construct disaster proof structure but it is possible to construct 

disaster resistance structure. For analyzing any structure for disaster, we consider 

either earthquake effect or wind intensity effect because we assume both disasters will 

not act simultaneously. In this review paper, I have surveyed and presented the effect of 

earthquake vibration and wind intensity on structure. Earthquake is the natural 

disaster, which is erratic and shocking of all other natural disasters. Development of 

proper techniques for mitigation of stresses/deflections developed due to vibrations has 

become the need of time. The high-rise buildings, long-span bridges, towers and others 

modern structures are rising up frequently now a days, those structures are very 

vulnerable to random forces like earthquakes, winds and waves loads. Those forces 

create extreme vibration whose have a devastating effect on a civil structure that is why 

the engineers and research are very stressful to safe the structures and keep the 

deflection within a desired limit. Many researcher works to demolish or reduce the 

effect vibration due to earthquake on structure. There are many techniques established 

to reduce vibration of earthquake like Dampers (Tuned mass damper (TMD), Tuned 

Liquid Damper (TLD),) Base- Isolator and others [1]. Among that device, TMD 

considered as the most popular and commonly passive control device for mitigating the 

dynamics response of structures due to effectiveness, robustness and relatively easy 

installation. Tuned mass dampers, consisting of a secondary mass, a viscous damper 

and an elastic spring is commonly attached to a vibrating primary system for 

suppressing undesirable vibrations[1]. Closed form optimal design theories are only 

available for simple systems, i.e. two degree of freedom systems as pointed out by [2]. 

The base-isolation techniques prove to be very effective for the seismic protection of 

new framed buildings as well as for the seismic retrofitting of existing ones [3]. 

Exhaustive literature survey have been carried out to study vibration effects on 

structure due to earthquake and wind , it has been learned from the survey that for 

controlling vibration effect on structure isolation and dampers are found to be effective. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The earthquake vibration control has received much attention in recent years due to its effect 

on the functionality of systems involved and health. Vibration can cause instability or even 

failure, as in the case in buildings subject to earthquake or wind intensity. Study of vibration 

effect is a vital requirement of structural designer particularly when there is a strong source of 
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vibration. Earthquake vibration creates a huge damage in terms of life and money. The scales 

of socio–economic damages caused by an earthquake depend largely on the characteristics of 

the strong ground motion. We know that earthquake ground motions results primarily from 

the three factors, namely, source characteristics, propagation path of waves, and local site 

conditions. The evaluation of earthquake vibration at the site of a structure is the most 

important phase of seismic design as well as retrofit of a structure. Recent damages in India 

shows that engineered as well as non-engineered structures are heavily susceptible due to 

earthquake or strong wind intensity. Study of effect of vibration on structure due to 

earthquake / wind is essential to understand and important to find out techniques for 

controlling its effect. Earthquake is the natural disaster, which is erratic and shocking of all 

other natural disasters. Development of proper techniques for mitigation of 

stresses/deflections developed due to vibrations has become the need of time. The high-rise 

buildings, long-span bridges, towers and others modern structures are rising up frequently 

now a days, those structures are very vulnerable to random forces like earthquakes, winds and 

waves loads. Those forces create extreme vibration whose have a devastating effect on a civil 

structure that is why the engineers and research are very stressful to safe the structures and 

keep the deflection within a desired limit. In earthquake engineering, vibration control is a set 

of technical means focused to mitigate seismic effects in building in addition to non-building 

structures.  

 There are many techniques, which reduces vibration effect on structure due to 

earthquake or wind. In this research paper, we are presenting following three techniques: 

1.1. Tuned Mass Dampers 

1.2. Base Isolation 

1.3. Smart Materials 

 

1.1 Tuned Mass Dampers (STMD/MTMD)  

Single tuned mass dampers (STMD)/Multi tuned mass dampers (MTMD) systems have 

been widely used to control the vibrations of engineering structures due to the simplicity 

and effectiveness of the systems. A standard STMD system, in which an auxiliary mass is 

attached to the vibrating main structure by a spring and a dashpot[5]. The natural 

frequency of the TMD is tuned to the vibration frequency of the main structure so that the 

damper will resonate out of phase with the main structure and a large amount of structural 

vibrating energy is transferred to the TMD and dissipated by the damper. For a MTMD 

system, as implied by the name, the springs and dashpots have been attaché to multiple 

TMDs instead of a single TMD to the main structure. A structure-MTMD system with 

TMDs has called as a multi tuned mass dampers structure.  Again, the springs are used to 

tune the frequency of the MTMD system and the energy is dissipated by the multiple 

dashpots. The tuned frequency ratios and damping ratios of the dampers are the key 

parameters that can significantly influence the effectiveness of the STMD/MTMD 

systems. Numerous different researchers suggested different techniques for vibration 

control methods but TMD is finding out as a better method. [6-18] 

 

1.2 Base Isolation 

The concept of base isolation has explained through an example building resting on 

frictionless rollers. When the ground shakes, the rollers freely roll, but the building above 

does not move. Thus, no force is transferred to the building due to shaking of the ground 

simply the building does not experience the earthquake. Now, if the same building has 

rested on flexible pads that offer resistance against lateral movements, then some effect of 

the ground shaking has been transfer to the building above. If the flexible pads chooses 

properly, the forces induced by ground shaking can be a few times smaller than that 
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experienced by the building built directly on ground, namely a fixed base building. 

Structural  damage  is  controlled in maximum amount or it may be restricted while  the  

structure  is  built  on  a  suitable  seismic isolating system. Due to the reduction in 

earthquake, input forces slender structural elements satisfy the requirement and whole 

structure may be slender and because of that, automatically weight of structure is reduces 

which gives the noteworthy reduction in construction materials and construction costs.  

 

1.3 Smart Materials 

Smart materials are common different substances developed in wide group. Smart 

materials are designed with one or more properties that can be considerably changed in a 

controlled method by external properties such as stresses, temperature, 

moisture, pH, electric or magnetic fields. A smart material has many properties which is 

useful to control vibration. Smart materials are reacting to changes in their environment. 

It means that one of the properties of smart material have been changed by an external 

condition, such as temperature, light, pressure or electricity. This change is reversible and 

has been repeated many times. There are a wide range of different smart materials. Each 

offer different properties that can be changed. Some materials are very good indeed and 

cover a huge range of the scales. 

There are many types of smart material but I am presenting the study on two types of 

smart materials in this paper, 

 

1. Piezoelectric materials  

Piezoelectric materials are those materials, which produces a voltage when stress/pressure 

is applied. Since this effect also applies in the repeal/reversible manner, a voltage across 

the sample will produce stress within the sample. Suitably designed structures made from 

these materials, which can be bend, expand or contract when a voltage is applied. [26]. 

 

2. Shape Memory Material (SMM) 

These are materials in which large deformation can be induced and recovered through 

temperature changes or stress changes (pseudo-elasticity). The shape memory effect 

results due to respectively martensitic phase change and induced elasticity at higher 

temperatures[26]. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Review  on Tuned Mass Dampers 

 

Mohammad Sabbir Rahman et al studied Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) very popular to 

mitigate the vibration of the structure under any type of random loadings like Wind or 

Earthquakes due to their simplicity, easy installation and effective performance. His research 

work mainly focuses on modify the roof- top garden to a passive vibration controlling devices 

using the same principle of TMD. The most important feature of tuned mss damper is that its 

huge mass creates the inertial force against earthquake forces and the system will developed 

passive energy dissipation for TMD because of the mass of roof garden coming from mass of 

soil and plants. The obtained structural response under different Earthquakes proved that this 

system is one of most capable system to mitigate the Earthquake vibration and can be easily 

used practically for building structure. 
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Haoran Zuo, Kaiming Bi, Hong Hao reported in their research paper that offshore wind 

turbines can be built larger and lighter than they earlier used to be, due to the application of 

new materials. These large and flexible structures are vulnerable to external vibration sources 

such as wind, sea wave and earthquake excitations. It is essential to mitigate the dynamic 

responses of offshore wind turbines to make certain safety of these structures. This method is 

effective to contain the fundamental vibration mode of the tower, in which the maximum 

displacement occurs at the top of the tower. This paper proposes using multiple tuned mass 

dampers (MTMDs) to control vibrations from the fundamental and higher modes of offshore 

wind turbine tower under multiple hazards, i.e. under the combined wind, sea wave and 

earthquake excitations. The effectiveness of the proposed method was numerically 

investigated.  

 

Alireza Farzampour & Arash Kamali explained the behavior of structures in recent years 

indicating that moderate and severe earthquakes lead to substantial damages, extensively 

higher than what is expected. One solution in order to reduce the seismic response of the 

structures, especially in relative story displacements is usage of tuned mass dampers (TMD). 

In this study, comparison had done between controlled and uncontrolled cases that evaluated. 

Results for an 8-story shear building under specified records show that active tuned mass 

dampers (ATMD) have efficiency that is more appropriate in structural displacement 

response decrease compared to passive tuned mass dampers (PTMD) in malice of high cost 

of installation. In addition, installation of PTMD in structure would lead to more 

advantageous results in comparison with uncontrolled case regarding acceleration and 

displacement, time history responses, especially when the natural structures’ frequency of 

structures have been dissimilar from the dominant frequency of the records. In addition, 

handling of ATMD results in significant reduction in the story shear response, whereas 

PTMD prepared system decreases story shear with a limited margin. 

 

In this paper Yoyong Arfiadi studied the optimization of composite tuned mass dampers in 

reducing the response of structures subject to earthquake are discussed. Composite tuned 

mass dampers are mass dampers that consist of two mass dampers connected in series. The 

mass of the auxiliary dampers is relatively smaller than the first damper. However, in this 

paper researcher told that the mass ratio of the auxiliary damper to total mass of dampers is 

varied from 0.1 up to 0.9.  The optimum stiffness and damping of the first and auxiliary 

dampers will be obtained using real coded genetic algorithm (RCGA). From the result of 

optimization, it was found that the mass ratio of the auxiliary dampers does not significantly 

affect the response reduction of structures. It was found that for a certain mass ratio, the 

resulting stiffness and damping are not unique for achieving the same performance. 

 

2.2 Reviews on Base Isolation 

 

Fabio Mazza and Alfonso Vulcano works main objective was to compare different base-

isolation techniques, in order to evaluate their effects on the structural response and 

applicability limits under near-fault earthquakes. In particular, high-damping-laminated-

rubber bearings are considered, in case acting in parallel with supplemental viscous dampers, 

or acting either in parallel or in series with steel-PTFE sliding bearings. A numerical 

investigation is carried out assuming as reference test structure a base-isolated five-storey 

reinforced concrete framed building designed according to Eurocode 8 (EC8) provisions. A 

bilinear model idealizes the behaviour of the reinforced concrete frame members, while the 

response of the elastomeric bearings is simulated by using a viscoelastic linear model. A 

viscous-linear law and a rigid plastic are suggested to evaluate the seismic behaviour of a 
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supplemental damper and a sliding bearing respectively. By using step-by-step procedure the 

seismic analysis of the test structures are subjected to strong ground motions recorded near 

faults. 

 

M. Rajesh Reddy et al focused on a concept of isolators in building at base level reduces the 

possibility of resonance of the structures and increases the time period of structures giving 

rise to better seismic performance of a building. The study was performed for the comparison 

of two multistoried building with and without isolator. Time for base isolators structure are 

higher than the fixed based structure. Base shear is significantly reduced in each direction as 

compared to fixed base building by base isolators.  

 

In the research contributed by S. Etedali1 & M.R. Sohrabi, they studied torsional behavior of 

asymmetric structures with fixed base and isolated base. In this research paper three and eight 

story three-dimensional steel structure had been studied. Analysis was conducted by time 

history analysis based on the records of El Centro earthquake (1940), Tabas earthquake 

(1978), and Bam earthquake (2003). The result of time history analysis on structure shows 

that the efficiency of seismic isolations is decreases the rotation of asymmetric structure 

stories. However, increasing the eccentricity decreases the effect of isolations and torsion. 

This effect is negligible for large eccentricities. By increasing the eccentricity and the period 

of the isolation system, displacements of isolations located on the flexible edge also roused. 

Practical solutions to strengthen torsional of the base-isolated asymmetric structures is 

proposed. To assess the effectiveness of proposed practical solutions on strengthening base-

isolated asymmetric structures, four structural models were defined. For rehabilitation or 

retrofitting of low-rise asymmetric structures, it is needed to reduce the torsional effect on 

isolation system by increasing the flexible edge stiffness. In these three dimensional 

structures, the flexible edge stiffness of superstructure stories is increasing approximately on 

the center of stiffness of the base story (isolation system to the center of mass, leads to 

torsional strengthening and reduces the torsion of stories. 

 

2.3 Review  on Smart Materials 

 

Joronie MohdJani et al studied Shape memory alloys (SMAs) belong to a class of shape 

memory materials (SMMs), which have the ability to ‘memories’ or retain their previous 

form when subjected to certain stimulus such as thermo-mechanical or magnetic variations. 

Due to unique and superior property of smart material attaract lots of attraction in recent year 

and this commercial development of smart material have been supported by fundamental and 

applied research studies. This research work describes the attributes of smart materials that 

make them ideally suitable to actuators in various applications, and addresses their associated 

limitations to clarify the design challenges faced by SMA developers. This research work 

provides a new review of recent smart material research and commercial applications, with 

over 100 state-of-the-art patents; which are categorized against relevant commercial domains 

and rated according to design objectives of relevance to these domains (particularly 

automotive, aerospace, robotic and biomedical). Even though this research work presents an 

broad review of smart material; including a historical overview, summary of recent advances 

and new application opportunities. 

 

Sreekala R, Muthumani K, Nagesh R Iyer reported that earthquakes are highly destructive 

natural phenomena resulting in the massive deterioration of civil infrastructure, which 

becomes highly significant with increasing urban population. Performance of structural 

systems needs to be improved recalling the huge loss of life and destruction to constructed 
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facilities caused by various earthquakes. Protection of lifelines and infrastructural facilities 

are of utmost importance during a seismic event. There have been considerable research 

efforts in seismic vibration control for the past several decades. Developments of new 

techniques and new materials, which are not traditionally used in civil engineering structures, 

offer significant promise in reducing the seismic risk. Smart materials may be developed as 

materials that can intellect an external stimulus (e.g:- stress, pressure, temperature change, 

magnetic field, etc.) and commence a response. They may belong to one of the four classes 

namely metals or alloys, polymers, ceramics or composites. Metals and alloys of different 

metals are measured as traditional materials with lot of research activities around the globe. 

Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) belongs to the class of smart materials, which are well known 

for its peculiar characteristics, which can be stress or temperature, induced. The research area 

which deals with structural applications of this variety of smart materials are promising 

(Sreekala&Muthumani, 2009) for structural health monitoring and vibration control. 

 

J Tůma, J Šime, M Mahdal1, M Pawlenka, and R Wagnerova studied the advantage of 

journal hydrodynamic bearings is high radial load capacity and operation at high speeds. The 

drawback is the excitation of vibrations, called an oil turn, after crossing a certain entrance of 

the rotational speed. The mentioned vibrations can be concealed using the system of the 

active vibration control with piezoactuators, which move the bearing bushing. The motion of 

the bearing bushing is controlled by a feedback regulator, which responds to the change in 

position of the bearing journal, which is sensed by a pair of capacitive sensors. Two stacked 

linear piezoactuators are used to actuate the position of the bearing journal. This new bearing 

enables not only to damp vibrations but also serves to maintain the desired bearing journal 

position with an accuracy of micrometers. The paper  focuses on the effect of active vibration 

control on the performance characteristics of the journal bearing. 

 

Susmita Kamila studied a smart materials, which are common name for a wide group of 

different substances. The common characteristic of all of them is the fact that one or more 

properties might be considerably altered under controlled condition. The present age is 

considered the smart materials era. Earlier, smart material was distinct as the material, which 

responds to its environments in a timely manner. However, the definition of smart materials 

has been prolonged to the materials that receive, transmit, or process a stimulus and respond 

by producing a useful effect that may include a signal that the materials are acting upon it. 

This study is based on the introduction of smart materials and their classifications. Different 

applications of smart materials in various fields have also being discussed starting from 

engineering to the present environment. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The above literature review describes various systems to control earthquake and wind 

vibration. The review work proposes best suitable vibration control systems for a structure, 

which reduces the effect of vibrations. The following conclusions have been drawn based on 

above literature survey: 

1. Tuned mass dampers heavily damp the fundamental modes of vibration and TMD 

reduces the displacement and acceleration responses significantly. It reduces story 

drift and increase base shear hence it is commonly used system to control vibration. 

2. The variation in maximum displacement of stories in base isolated model is very low. 

It has been reported that while increasing the number of stories this variation of 

maximum displacement of stories will be considerable in less amount. The significant 
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characteristic of base isolation a system affect the superstructure to have a rigid 

movement and as a result shows the relative story displacement & story drift of 

structural element will reduces and consequently the internal forces of beams and 

columns will be decreases. 

3. Smart Materials are uses as a vibration control devices in structural systems, a careful 

selection of the wire under tension mode can be selected between pre strained and non 

pre strained wires. However application of pre strained wires in the system provides 

excellent energy dissipation characteristics but it requires skilled and complicated 

mechanism to maintain/provide the required pre strain. The test results shows huge 

promise on SMA based devices, which can be used for vibration control of variety of 

structures(New designs and restoration of structures). SMA structural 

elements/devices can be located at key locations of the structure to reduce the seismic 

vibrations. SMA decreases vibrations on structures because of that structure have 

lesser story drift, story displacement and increases in base shear. By using SMA we 

can definitely control vibrations on structure and ultimately achieve economy with 

serviceability.  

Smart Materials are the best vibration control system, with requirement of in-depth 

research in connection to vibration mitigation. 
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